International NMR-based Environmental Metabolomics Intercomparison Exercise
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Several fundamental requirements must be met so that NMR-based metabolomics and the related technique of metabonomics can be formally adopted into environmental monitoring and chemical risk assessment. Here we report an intercomparison exercise which has evaluated the effectiveness of $^1$H NMR metabolomics to generate comparable datasets from environmentally derived samples. It focuses on laboratory practice that follows sample collection and metabolite extraction, specifically the final stages of sample preparation, NMR data collection (500, 600 and 800 MHz), data processing and multivariate analysis. Seven laboratories have participated from the USA, Canada, UK and Australia, generating a total of ten datasets. Phase 1 comprised the analysis of synthetic metabolite mixtures, while Phase 2 investigated European flounder ($Platichthys flesus$) liver extracts from clean and contaminated sites. Overall, the comparability of datasets from the participating laboratories was good. Principal components analyses (PCA) of the individual datasets yielded ten highly similar scores plots for the synthetic mixtures, with a comparable result for the liver extracts. Furthermore, the same metabolic biomarkers that discriminated fish from clean and contaminated sites were discovered by all the laboratories. PCA of the combined datasets showed excellent clustering of the multiple analyses. These results demonstrate that NMR-based metabolomics can generate data that are sufficiently comparable between laboratories to support its continued evaluation for regulatory environmental studies.
Environmental metabolomics is an approach for investigating the interactions of living organisms with their environment. It complements other “-omic” methods such as transcriptomics and proteomics by characterizing the plethora of low molecular weight endogenous metabolites in a biological sample (1-4). Metabolomics and the related technique of metabonomics have considerable potential as a tool for environmental risk assessment of chemicals as well as for environmental monitoring and diagnostics (5-10). Previously it has been applied to both the terrestrial (11, 12) and aquatic environments (13-18) to investigate the effects of toxicants, disease and other environmental stressors on organism health and metabolism. As with any new approach it is critical that a thorough evaluation of experimental comparability and precision is conducted (see reference 19 for definition of terms). This is particularly true for fingerprinting (“-omic”) technologies that attempt to measure hundreds or thousands of parameters simultaneously. Only then can the approach be considered for incorporation into risk assessment and monitoring programs (5). Here we report such an interlaboratory comparability study to evaluate one-dimensional $^1$H nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy-based metabolomics involving seven laboratories across North America, Europe and Australia.

Many factors are involved in conducting high-quality NMR metabolomic studies. The most important is good experimental design and execution, whether the study involves field collections or laboratory based experiments. A typical study involves the collection of biological material, extraction and measurement of metabolites using NMR spectroscopy or mass spectrometry, spectral processing and multivariate analysis. Typically the goal is to discover biomarkers that discriminate between different groups of samples (e.g., control versus stressed).
Previously, Keun et al. (20) assessed the reproducibility of an NMR metabolomics experiment by analyzing two identical sets of rat urine from an acute toxicity study. The analyses were performed at two sites and the resulting datasets were extremely similar when analyzed by principal components analysis (PCA), giving nearly identical descriptions of the metabolic responses to hydrazine. More recently, identical sets of human urine before and after dietary intervention were measured using 250, 400, 500 and 800 MHz NMR spectrometers (21). When analyzed by partial least squares discriminant analysis (PLS-DA), the loadings were found to comprise of the same spectral regions implying that the same metabolites were discriminating pre- and post-dietary intervention, independent of magnetic field strength.

The primary purpose of our intercomparison exercise was to demonstrate the efficacy of NMR metabolomics measurements for environmental research using methods that are standard practice in the participating laboratories. It expands upon the earlier intercomparison studies by increasing the participating laboratories to seven, analyzing an environmentally relevant sample requiring more complex preparation than a biofluid such as urine (specifically liver extracts derived from environmentally sampled fish), and using a more diverse array of NMR spectrometers (Bruker and Varian instruments at 500, 600 and 800 MHz) and software packages. Additionally, it provides considerable focus on the ability of the approach to discover specific biomarkers that differentiate control from pollutant-exposed fish. Several specific objectives were identified: (i) to begin to develop best-practice protocols for an annual or bi-annual comparability improvement program incorporating the wider community; (ii) to demonstrate the capability of the seven laboratories to conduct these measurements and to ask the questions: can independent laboratories discriminate metabolic fingerprints of ‘control’ versus ‘stressed’
phenotypes, and can they discover the same molecular biomarkers?; and (iii) to raise awareness of the field and confidence in NMR-based environmental metabolomics.

The exercise has several key features. First, it focuses on issues related to standard laboratory practice that come after biological sample collection and metabolite extraction, so samples were prepared in a single laboratory to provide consistency. Secondly, a guidance document was developed for the participating laboratories that provided sufficient detail to allow qualitative and quantitative comparison of the results, but enough flexibility to allow laboratory practices to vary. Thirdly, reporting of results was conducted anonymously by having a single data coordinator remove laboratory identifications prior to analysis. Finally, it was decided that both ‘simple’ (chemically defined synthetic mixtures) and ‘complex’ (tissue extracts) sample sets would be analyzed that reflect some of the complexities of environmental metabolomics research. The latter consisted of fish liver extracts from European flounder (*Platichthys flesus*) sampled from the mouths of an unpolluted and a contaminated river in the UK.

**Materials and Methods**

**Synthetic mixtures**

Six mixtures of metabolites (S1-S6) were prepared by one laboratory with various concentrations of glucose, citrate, fumarate, glutamine, alanine and nicotinate (Sigma-Aldrich, UK). Sample S1 was split into six fractions (S1a-S1f) for assessing repeatability. The metabolites and their concentrations were chosen to test the strength of the NMR methods. Specifically they were
common metabolites from different chemical classes at realistic concentrations (ca. 45 μmol/L to 10 mmol/L, or zero), their NMR resonances spanned a reasonable chemical shift with some overlap of different compounds, and one metabolite was selected with strong pH dependence. The bulk mixtures were prepared in 100 mmol/L sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.0), quantitatively transferred to microcentrifuge tubes, dried in a centrifugal concentrator and sealed with parafilm. A buffer blank was also included. The preparation laboratory analyzed one batch of samples to ensure there was no contamination. This was a blind run, with the instrument operator not knowing the details of the mixture. Information concerning integration and exclusion regions was assessed from this dataset (described below). Then each participating laboratory was sent an identical batch of dried samples at ambient temperature.

**Tissue extracts**

Adult female European flounder (*Platichthys flesus*) were collected from the mouths of the Rivers Alde (unpolluted control site) and Tyne (polluted site) in the UK. After the fish were sacrificed, liver tissues were immediately dissected and snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at -80°C until extraction by one laboratory. Six “exposed” liver samples (BE1-BE6; each comprised of two randomly selected, pooled livers, ca. 400 mg) and six “control” liver samples (BC1-BC6; where BC1 consisted of four randomly selected, pooled livers, ca. 1200 mg, and BC2-BC6 each comprised of two pooled livers, ca. 400 mg) were each extracted using a methanol:chloroform:water method and Precellys-24 bead-based homogenizer (Stretton Scientific Ltd, UK), as described previously (22, 23). Sample BC1, after extraction, was split into three fractions (BC1a-BC1c) for assessing repeatability. All the polar metabolite fractions in aqueous methanol were dried, resuspended in 100 mmol/L sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.0),
quantitatively transferred to microcentrifuge tubes, dried again, and sealed with parafilm. A buffer blank was also included. Each participating laboratory was sent an identical batch of dried samples at ambient temperature. Information concerning integration and exclusion regions was determined by the coordinator laboratory (described below).

1H NMR spectroscopy

Immediately prior to NMR analysis, analysts in each of the seven laboratories resuspended the dried samples in 99.9 atom % D_2O containing 1.0 mmol/L sodium 3-trimethylsilyl-2,2,3,3-d_4-propionate (TSP) internal standard, according to Protocol 1 (supporting information, SI). Samples were then analyzed using ten NMR spectrometers across the seven laboratories (Table S1), including both Bruker and Varian instruments at 500, 600 and 800 MHz. One-dimensional (1-D) 1H NMR spectra were obtained using presaturation to suppress the water resonance and recorded as described in Protocol 2 (SI). Post-acquisition processing was conducted on every spectrum independently by each laboratory, including zero filling, apodization, Fourier transformation, manual phasing and baseline correction, and calibration, as described in Protocol 3 (SI). Although laboratories were asked to report the hardware and software used, no attempt was made to standardize on one platform. Finally, 1H-13C HSQC and HMBC NMR experiments were conducted on a single liver extract by a coordinating laboratory to assist with metabolite identification.

Data processing and analysis

NMR spectra of the synthetic mixtures and tissue extracts were analyzed using multiple methods. First, defined spectral regions were integrated by each participating laboratory according to
Protocol 4 (SI), including the TSP internal standard. These peak areas were normalized and the resulting metabolite concentrations were used to calculate the quality metrics described below. Next, each participating laboratory converted its NMR spectra to a format for multivariate analysis by segmentation into 0.005-ppm bins, exclusion of the spectral region surrounding the residual suppressed water resonance, and normalization to TSP (synthetic mixtures) or to a total spectral area of one (tissue extracts), according to Protocol 5 (SI). The binned spectral data were mean centered and analyzed by PCA, again using several different software packages (Table S1). Analyses conducted by each laboratory are referred to as “individual multivariate analyses”. The results from all 10 analyses from the 7 laboratories, including the integrated peak areas, binned spectra, PCA scores and loadings were reported to the data coordinator who removed all identifying information. All the loadings data were compared to assess the degree of consistency of discovering biomarkers, described below. Finally, PCAs were conducted on each of the entire synthetic mixture and tissue extract datasets (referred to as “combined multivariate analyses”).

Results and Discussion

Analysis of synthetic mixtures

The analysis of the synthetic mixtures was designed to address (1) sample handling (re-hydrating in D₂O, adding internal standard); (2) NMR acquisition (shimming, pulse-width determination, stable spectrometer operation, sensitivity and dynamic range); (3) post-acquisition processing (apodization, phasing, baseline correction, calibration, peak integration); and (4) spectral
processing (binning, exclusion regions, normalization) and PCA. Representative NMR spectra of
synthetic sample S1a show many peaks arising from the 6 pure metabolites (Fig. 1a).

Comparability and precision of integrated peak areas in synthetic mixtures
To gauge the semi-quantitative capability of the participating laboratories, integration of six
selected metabolite peaks plus the TSP peak was performed by the individual laboratories on
their data (Table S2). By analyzing the six sample replicates for each laboratory (S1a-S1f)
normalized to TSP, estimates of the individual laboratory repeatability were made, and by
analyzing all of the samples across laboratories, inter-laboratory comparability and intermediate
precision were assessed (24, 25). Quality metrics were based on a set of ‘exercise consensus
values’ for the mean and standard deviation of each integrated peak after an outlier analysis. The
outlier analysis is based on robust statistics and draws from ideas related to Mandel's h and k
graphical tests (26). The analysis was performed by iteratively constructing box-plots of the
grouped data and eliminating data that fell outside the box-plot whiskers (representing the upper
or lower quartile ± 1.5 times the interquartile range) until, after 2 or 3 iterations, all the
remaining data was within the box-plot whiskers. Of the total of 110 NMR spectra of synthetic
mixtures (11 spectra for each of 10 datasets) comprising 770 semi-quantitative values, only 35
individual values were determined to be outliers, including four spectra (S1a and S1b in datasets
00115 and 00122, all from the same laboratory and for which all 6 metabolites per spectrum
were outliers), for which a simple, systematic error was detected. These 4 spectra were excluded
from all subsequent analyses.
The precision for each of the six analytes of each replicate sample (S1a-S1f) was given a p-score compared to a target percent relative standard deviation (%RSD) of 15% (27). This score is denoted “p-score(15%)” and is computed as:

\[ p-score(15%) = \frac{\%RSD(analysis)}{\%RSD(target)}, \quad \text{with } \%RSD(target) = 15\% \]

The ranges of p-score(15%) were evaluated as “Comparable” for \(|p| \leq 2\), “Uncertain” for \(2 < |p| \leq 3\), and “Problematic” for \(|p| > 3\).

In addition, each semi-quantitative peak (66 per dataset arising from 11 spectra (S1a-S1f, S2-S6) of 6 analytes) was given two z-scores based on two different criteria; one compared to 25% of the exercise assigned value and one compared to the exercise assigned standard deviation (24). These are denoted “z-score(25%)” and “z-score(s)”. The z-scores are computed as:

\[ z-score = \frac{x - \bar{X}}{\sigma} \]

where \( \bar{X} \) is the consensus exercise assigned mean, and

\[ \sigma = 25\% \text{ of the exercise assigned mean for } z-score(25%) \]

or \( \sigma = \text{the exercise assigned standard deviation for } z-score(s) \).

The ranges of z-scores were evaluated as “Comparable”, “Uncertain” or “Problematic” analogously to the p-score(15%). The repeatability performance of the participating laboratories is excellent, with the p-score(15%) universally Comparable, reflecting the highly repeatable nature of NMR data acquisition (Table 1). The comparability performance was very good both when the target comparability was 25% of the exercise assigned value (z-score(25%)), and when the target comparability was assessed by the z-score(s) values. One sample (S3) was prepared with peak 3 (citrate) at zero concentration, but the resulting assigned value for the exercise was
not zero, and each dataset was flagged with a “Problematic” z-score(25%) score while all but one
dataset received “Comparable” z-score(s) ratings for this measure.

Individual multivariate analyses of synthetic mixtures

Each laboratory conducted PCA on their NMR data using Protocol 5 and their choice of software
(Table S1). Each scores plot reflects the “metabolic” differences between the six samples
comprising one replicate of S1 as well as S2-S6, taking into account the entire chemical shift
range of each binned NMR spectrum. Collectively, the 10 scores plots enable a visual
comparison between all the synthetic mixture datasets (Fig. S1a-j) which show a remarkably
consistent pattern. Table S4 further highlights the similarity between these 10 PCA models by
summarizing the variances captured by principal components (PCs) 1-5, with PC1 ranging from
40.4-45.9% and PC2 from 35.0-37.4%. Note that this includes models based on 500, 600 and
800 MHz NMR data. The 10 associated PC1 loadings plots were used to visually assess if
individual laboratories could reveal which metabolites discriminated the synthetic mixtures. Fig.
S2 shows just those bins corresponding to the 20 largest PC1 loadings for each PCA. Most of the
10 independent analyses found the same pattern of discriminatory compounds, although some
analyses were clearly different with this limited set of top-20 loadings (further interpretation in
Fig. S2 caption).

Combined multivariate analyses of synthetic mixtures

Three further PCAs were conducted after the binned data supplied by the participants were
combined (total of 110 spectra at 500, 600 and 800 MHz, with 4 outlier spectra removed as
discussed above). The aim was to assess the similarity of the binned synthetic mixture spectra
across laboratories. Prior to PCA, the 11 spectra from each laboratory were multiplied by a
single scaling-factor such that the total spectral area of the S1 replicate was set at unity, enabling
comparison across laboratories. The first PCA was conducted on the unique samples (one
replicate of S1 as well as S2-S6, for all 10 datasets). The scores plot shows a high degree of
similarity across the 10 analyses, which is particularly surprising considering that this includes
data from different spectrometer frequencies (Fig. 2). Furthermore, the overall appearance is
similar to the 10 PCA scores plots from the individual analyses (Fig. S1a-j). To assess the
comparability of the replicates (S1a-S1f) from each laboratory compared to the relatively large
metabolic differences between samples, the PCA model of unique samples (S1-S6) calculated
above was applied to samples S1b-S1f. The scores plot clearly highlights the comparability of
the technical replicates from each laboratory (Fig. S3). The third PCA was conducted on
replicate samples only (S1a-S1f). Not unexpectedly, the scores plot reveals a dependence on
spectrometer frequency which is most apparent along PC1, while variation at any one frequency
tends to occur along PC2 (Fig. S4).

Analysis of biological tissue extracts

Analysis of the tissue extracts was designed to address the same factors as for the synthetic
mixtures, but also to include real-world biological variation to demonstrate consistency of
sample classification and biomarker discovery across laboratories. Representative NMR spectra
of fish liver extract BC1a show hundreds of peaks arising from the extracted liver metabolome
(Fig. 1b).

Comparability and precision of integrated peak areas in tissue extracts
Each laboratory integrated eleven selected spectral regions plus TSP (Table S3). Data were subjected to outlier analysis as described above, then individual laboratory repeatability was evaluated using the three tissue extract replicates (BC1a-BC1c), and inter-laboratory comparability and intermediate precision were assessed for all the samples across laboratories, as described for the synthetic mixture data. For the biological samples, the precision scores are very good at the p-score(15%) level (Table 1). For the outlier analysis, only 86 of the 1540 individual integral values were determined to be outliers. The z-score(25%) scores indicate good performance, as does the z-score(s) assessment (Table 1). Judging from the number of “Problematic” results for the z-score(s) assessment (median=10), this is a more stringent assessment than z-score(25%) (median=0) for the biological samples. There are more “Problematic” results for biological compared to synthetic samples. This could represent poor biological sample homogeneity, but given the bulk extraction protocol, this seems unlikely. The patterns in the outlier analysis indicate systematic problems with a single or a small number of integral regions across all samples for some datasets, and this could result from systematic differences between laboratories such as baseline or phase correction issues or sample temperature differences (which could cause small peak shifts). Two datasets from one laboratory (09541 and 07042) initially contained systematic errors related to baseline correction and other issues; the data were corrected by the submitting laboratory before being used in subsequent analyses.

**Individual multivariate analyses of tissue extracts**

Each laboratory conducted a PCA of the NMR metabolite fingerprints of the 12 unique liver extracts BC1a, BC2-BC6 and BE1-BE6. Collectively, the 10 PCA scores plots from the seven
laboratories enabled a visual comparison between all the tissue extract datasets (Fig. S5a-j). As for the synthetic mixture results, the 10 scores plots of the biological samples were similar across all laboratories. For 8 of the analyses the PC1 axis was highly significant in discriminating between fish from control and polluted sites, with p-values ranging from 0.002 to 0.005 (Table S5), highlighting the similarity between the independent studies. For the remaining two datasets, the separation on PC1 was less significant (p=0.033 for dataset 00115) or near significant (p=0.081 for dataset 00122, whereas separation along PC2 was highly significant, p=0.007).

Table S5 further compares the 10 PCA models by summarizing the percent variances captured by PCs 1-5. Not surprisingly these values have wider ranges than for the synthetic mixtures, with variance explained by PC1 from 39.6-50.7% and PC2 from 14.9-20.7%. Since a primary objective of many metabolomics studies is biomarker discovery, the loadings data from the 10 PCAs were analyzed to determine if individual laboratories discovered the same metabolic differences between fish from the control versus polluted site. Visual comparison of the bins corresponding to the 20 largest PC1 loadings from each PCA suggests a high degree of consistency (Fig. S6).

A more extensive statistical comparison of the loadings was then undertaken. First, for each individual PCA performed by the participants, we located the signal intensities for the 20 bins with the largest PC1 loadings. A t-test was performed on each of these bins to determine if the signal intensities could discriminate the control and polluted sites (Table 2). Eight of the ten analyses discovered between 10-14 significant bins, with two analyses (00115 and 00122, by one laboratory) discovering only 5-7 significant bins. Non-significant bins (p≥0.05) were discarded. Considering only the top-20 loadings, biomarker discovery was extremely consistent across the
participating laboratories: e.g., both peaks associated with unknown metabolite #1 were significantly increased in exposed fish in all ten analyses (by 1.46 to 1.90-fold); glucose significantly decreased in all ten analyses (by 1.32 to 2.32-fold); lactate significantly decreased in nine analyses (by 1.77 to 2.31-fold); and unknown metabolite #2 significantly increased in eight analyses (by 1.70 to 2.13-fold). These metabolic differences between fish from the Rivers Alde and Tyne could be due to several factors, e.g. genetic differences, diet or water quality.

There are more powerful methods than PCA for biomarker discovery (28). PCA is an unsupervised approach, and there is no a priori reason why sample separation should occur along a specific PC axis. For example, Fig. S5 clearly shows that maximum discrimination between sites within the first two components would be obtained by a combination of PC1 and PC2 scores. In addition, PCA tends to privilege changes in high-concentration metabolites, as these possess high variance. Nonetheless, we chose to use PCA as an example of a common, robust multivariate technique frequently used in metabolomics studies; its unsupervised nature is positively beneficial in this context in explicitly showing the full effects of potentially confounding (e.g. between-laboratory) variance. Thus, although many other bins outside of the top-20 loadings would be significantly different between control and polluted sites, and a more active data-mining approach would identify more potential biomarkers, this was not our current aim. Overall these results demonstrate a high confidence in biomarker discovery by NMR metabolomics. It is also worth noting that the two 800 MHz datasets discovered more significant biomarkers (in the top-20 loadings) than the 500 and 600 MHz datasets.

**Combined multivariate analyses of tissue extracts**
Metabolic differences between fish, both intra- and inter-group, were subtle compared to differences between the synthetic mixtures. Consequently, analyses of the tissue extract NMR datasets had to be conducted for each spectrometer frequency, since a PCA of all datasets combined revealed a strong dependency on spectrometer frequency (Fig. S8) as one would expect. This dependency arises because the spin-spin coupling patterns at 500, 600 and 800 MHz are not identical along the binned chemical shift axis. Of the 120 spectra (6 control and 6 exposed per dataset), four were removed from all PCAs because three or more of their integrated spectral regions were outliers (described above); these comprised BC5 (dataset 02861), BC6 (00258) and BE3 (00115 and 00122). Separation of control and polluted sites as well as high inter-laboratory measurement repeatability is clearly evident from the scores plot of the 500 MHz data (Fig. 3a). The sites are also separated along PC1 for the 600 MHz data, but one dataset was separated from the other three along PC2 (Fig. 3b). For the 800 MHz data, sites were separated along PC2, with differences between the two datasets dominating PC1 (Fig. S9).

Inspection of the corresponding PC1 and PC2 loadings plots (Fig. S10) reveals that metabolic differences between control and polluted fish are highly reproducible across spectrometer frequencies, and that the primary source of inter-laboratory differences at any one spectrometer frequency is peak shifting. Shifting can arise for several reasons, but considering that all laboratories analyzed identical samples (same pH, same divalent metal ion content), it is highly likely to have been caused by differences in sample temperature during NMR acquisition. A PCA of the entire 500 MHz dataset, including the technical replicates BC1a-BC1c, again highlights the high comparability of the NMR measurements (Fig. S11).

Recommendations from intercomparison exercise
Here we have demonstrated that the comparability and precision of the laboratories participating in this exercise are good, reflecting the relative ease of obtaining good semi-quantitative results from NMR spectra. The precision of the measurements is very high, but the comparability can vary in subtle systematic ways that warrant further attempts to standardize the practice, for example through a further comparability improvement program. Furthermore we have demonstrated that the collection and statistical analysis of NMR metabolomics spectra of both synthetic and biological samples, given reasonably well defined protocols, can be conducted in a consistent manner by seven independent laboratories, yielding similar multivariate classification models and associated biomarkers. Based upon these analyses we recommend that improving the consistency of sample temperature in the NMR spectrometer, including temperature calibration of the probe (29), may improve the measurement repeatability by decreasing peak shifting. We further recommend that this exercise be repeated, with the inclusion of additional laboratories, and that it be expanded in scope to include some basic (e.g., greater specification of baseline subtraction methods) and advanced protocols (e.g., 2-dimensional J-resolved NMR spectroscopy (30, 31) to circumvent the differences in spin-spin coupling patterns that arises in multi-frequency NMR studies). The results from this first exercise lend considerable support to the high quality of NMR metabolomics data and its continued evaluation for incorporation into regulatory environmental science.
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Table 1. Summary of quantitation performance scores for the Synthetic and Biological datasets.

Results are presented as triplets of values representing the number of Comparable, Uncertain, or Problematic results based on the criterion at the head of each column. The z-scores are measures of comparability and the p-scores are measures of precision.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Synthetic (C/U/P)</th>
<th>Biological (C/U/P)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>z-Score (25%)</td>
<td>z-Score (s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00115</td>
<td>52/1/1</td>
<td>54/0/0/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00122</td>
<td>51/1/2</td>
<td>54/0/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00258</td>
<td>64/0/2</td>
<td>62/3/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00333</td>
<td>64/1/1</td>
<td>66/0/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00711</td>
<td>64/0/2</td>
<td>64/0/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00714</td>
<td>65/0/1</td>
<td>65/1/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02861</td>
<td>62/1/3</td>
<td>63/2/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07042</td>
<td>64/0/2</td>
<td>66/0/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08865</td>
<td>65/0/1</td>
<td>66/0/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09541</td>
<td>63/1/2</td>
<td>59/5/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>64/1/2</td>
<td>64/0/0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Metabolite intensity ratios between fish sampled from polluted (n=6) versus control (n=6) sites, and associated p-values (in brackets) from t-tests of the 12 intensities. These biomarkers that all significantly discriminate the two groups of fish were discovered by analyzing the top-20 PC1 loadings, which were calculated by the participants, from each of ten individual PCAs of samples BC1-BC6 and BE1-BE6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metabolite</th>
<th>Bin chemical shift (ppm)</th>
<th>Dataset (and NMR spectrometer frequency, MHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>00115 (600)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lactate</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>0.439 (0.0282)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>0.495 (0.0127)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unknown #1</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>1.90 (0.0010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>1.69 (0.0028)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unknown #2</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>2.00 (0.0001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unknown #3</td>
<td>3.28</td>
<td>- - - - - -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glucose</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>3.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>0.522</td>
<td>0.527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0069)</td>
<td>(0.0070)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0104)</td>
<td>(0.0013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.72</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.73</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.569</td>
<td>0.573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0044)</td>
<td>(0.0024)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.84</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.89</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.91</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.65</td>
<td>0.470</td>
<td>0.485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0030)</td>
<td>(0.0015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.66</td>
<td>0.469</td>
<td>0.485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0011)</td>
<td>(0.0016)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Denotes that the particular bin in a dataset is not a significant bin with a top-20 PC1 loadings value. Of the 118 significant bins (p<0.05) with the 20 largest loadings from the 10 analyses, 5 only appear in single datasets and are not included above, and a further 8 have been removed when two bins contribute to the same peak.

Peaks at 3.12 and 3.31 ppm are highly correlated (Fig. S7) and have been confirmed to arise from the same unknown metabolite via an HMBC NMR experiment (data not shown).
Figure Captions

Figure 1. Representative NMR spectra of the (a) synthetic and (b) fish liver extract samples at 500 MHz (lower) and 800 MHz (upper). In (b), the numbers above the peaks and the horizontal bars indicate the specific regions integrated for semi-quantitative analysis.

Figure 2. PCA scores plot of the combined 500, 600 and 800 MHz NMR spectra of the synthetic mixtures from all 10 analyses by the participating laboratories. Samples comprise a single replicate of S1 and the unique samples S2-S6, each n=10.

Figure 3. PCA scores plots from analysis of (a) four 500 MHz and (b) four 600 MHz NMR datasets of the liver extracts. For each dataset the samples comprise a single replicate of control BC1 and the unique controls BC2-BC6 (open symbols), and exposed BE1-BE6 (closed symbols). While all four 500 MHz datasets show high reproducibility and separation of control and exposed fish (solid lines drawn between mean scores for each sample, for the two different sites), this is only true for three of the four 600 MHz datasets (solid lines) with the fourth separated along PC2 (dotted lines). The outlying dataset (09541) was one of two from the same laboratory that had problems associated with spectral processing and peak shifting (see further details in Fig. S10c).
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